Metabolic engineering for the optimization of hydrogen production in Escherichia coli: A review.
Hydrogen is a potential sustainable energy source and it could become an alternative to fossil fuel combustion, thus helping to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The biological production of hydrogen, instead of its chemical synthesis, is a promising possibility since this process requires less energy and is more sustainable and eco-friendly. Several microorganisms have been used for this purpose, but Escherichia coli is one of the most widely used in this field. The literature in this area has increased exponentially in the last 10 years and several strategies have been reported in an effort to improve hydrogen production. In this work, the stay of the art of hydrogen biosynthesis by E. coli and metabolic engineering strategies to enhance hydrogen production are reviewed. This work includes a discussion about the hydrogenase complexes responsible for the hydrogen synthesis in this microorganism and the central carbon metabolism pathways connected to this process. The main metabolic engineering strategies applied are discussed, including heterologous gene expression, adaptive evolution and metabolic and protein engineering. On the other hand, culture conditions, including the use of carbon sources such as glycerol, glucose or organic wastes, have also been considered. Yields and productivities of the most relevant engineered strains reported using several carbon sources are also compared.